Partners
in motion
Hassle-free maintenance
comes standard with Rideshare.

M

aintaining a vehicle is not always easy. Or is it? It depends on who you talk to.
For most people, it’s a time consuming process that involves tracking mileage,
scheduling maintenance, and figuring how to manage transportation needs while
the vehicle is being serviced. And if the check engine light goes on, or if there’s a bigger
problem, the headaches and hassles can grow, not to mention the expense. But for
organizations that are part of The Rideshare Company Vehicle Partnership Program,
maintenance is as easy as a phone call.
The Rideshare Company’s turnkey program features comprehensive maintenance and
service support designed to keep vehicle partners moving every day with confidence and
convenience. As a standard feature with every van provided, it also means never having
to worry about the costs associated with the maintenance — it’s all included with
The Rideshare Company Vehicle Partnership Program.

A one-minute oil change.
It sounds impossible, but that’s just about the time it takes for a vehicle partner to get their
vehicle’s oil changed. When a vehicle is due for this important maintenance step, the organization
simply calls The Rideshare Company’s service number. The Rideshare Company then connects
with the maintenance and repair partner located closest to the vehicle that needs service. These
service and repair facilities have temporary replacement vehicles that are then swapped at a
time and location convenient to the organization. Following the lube, oil and filter service, and
a standard safety inspection, the vehicle is then returned. It’s that simple.

Well prepared for the unexpected.
If there’s a more serious problem, thanks to a well-equipped network of facilities, a
replacement vehicle is usually never far away.
“When one of our lift vans had a problem, the impact was minimal. When we called The
Rideshare Company, the responsiveness was incredible,” states Hugh Caldwell of Easter Seals
Connecticut. “A replacement van was delivered to our Hartford location before our morning
runs. It proved again just how organized The Rideshare Company is and how focused they are
on customer service, satisfaction and reliability.”
The Rideshare Company Vehicle Partnership Program even offers temporary replacement
vehicle support for organizations that may also have non-Rideshare vehicles in their fleet. With
the short-term lease program, vans, including special needs lift vehicles, are available for as
little as a few days, depending on the repair needs.

Maintaining a sense of security, 24/7/365
The Rideshare Company Vehicle Partnership Program is specifically designed to help
organizations who need reliable and hassle-free transport capabilities focus on what they do
best: care for others without having to worry about the van or car that’s helping them do it.
Learn more about The Rideshare Company Vehicle Partnership Program and how convenient
its maintenance program can be. Visit rideshare.com and click on Partnerships or contact
Greg Levitz at glevitz@rideshare.com or 866.560.1500 Ext. 116.

More Ways to Move...

with The Rideshare Company
Vehicle Partnership Program.

5 passenger

It starts with a phone call. Your agency has a fleet of vehicles that are old and
ailing...or a fleet that has grown too costly or too complicated to maintain…
or one that is simply too small to suit the organization’s expanding needs.
The Rideshare Company is a leader in offering convenient, cost-effective and
customer-oriented solutions to your transportation needs. Coming on board with
The Rideshare Company program is quick, easy and efficient. Here’s a look at our
simple, hassle-free start-up process.

7 passenger

● One fee includes all

Our all-inclusive monthly fee covers all your costs: insurance, gas, maintenance,
roadside assistance, and back-up vehicles.

● Quick & easy reporting

Who needs more paperwork? At the end of each month, you send us a brief mileage
and expense report, along with a vehicle inspection report… and you’re done.

● Short-term commitment

12 passenger

Business equals change – sometimes at a moments notice. Our month-to-month
leasing plans give you the flexibility to respond quickly to the shifting demands
of your business.

● “Charge it!”

Need gas… a quart of oil… new wipers… a refill of washer fluid? One thing you
don’t need is cash. We provide you with a credit card… and we pay the bill.

● Safety-first service

The safety of your riders is our primary concern. That’s why we cover the cost
of an 85-point safety inspection every 5,000 miles… plus the maintenance of
tires, batteries and brakes.
15 passenger

● Uninterrupted service

We won’t leave you stranded when your vehicle needs service. Roadside assistance
is available 24/7. A replacement vehicle is delivered to you when your vehicle is in
need of repair.

● Safe driver qualification

Knowing your employee is behind the wheel is a key component of our campaign to
keep riders safe. We carefully research and review the driving record of each of your
chosen vehicle drivers … so you don’t have to.

● Quick delivery
Lift Equipped
Van

We work fast to meet your needs. Depending on the features requested,
vehicles can be delivered in as few as three days.

● Savings with a smile

The Rideshare Company wants to save you money. We will work hard
to provide you with superior service and incomparable value.

rideshare.com
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